WATER CONTROLS FOR PUBLIC AND COMMERCIAL PLACES

SPORTING MIX 2 SECURITHERM ELECTRONIC SHOWER PANEL

A simple and aesthetic anti-legionella solution

Hygiene and
controlling bacterial
proliferation

Anti-scalding
safety

Stable
temperatures

80%
water savings

DELABIE has unveiled its new electronic and thermostatic shower panel:
SPORTING MIX 2 SECURITHERM.
Hygienic, safe and economical, it guarantees optimal comfort.
Impeccable hygiene
Thanks to electronic technology,
the SPORTING MIX 2 SECURITHERM
operates without the need for manual
contact, avoiding the spread of germs.
The flow opens and closes when hands
are waved in front of the sensor. Every
24 hours after the last use, a ~60 second
rinse takes place to flush the water system.
This flush helps to fight against bacterial
proliferation that occurs when water
stagnates in the pipework. Its scaleresistant shower head reinforces
its hygienic nature.
A solution to prevent legionella
Legionella bacteria develop in stagnant
water that is between 25 and 45°C.
To prevent their development, water
should be mixed to a safe temperature
at the point-of-use (Health and Safety
Executive guidelines HSG 274 Part 2,
2014). SPORTING MIX 2 is an ideal
solution: the shower panel is supplied
directly with hot water at above 50°C
and cold water from the system.
The thermostatic mixer integrated in the
shower head adjusts the water to 38°C
and delivers it immediately.
There is no mixed water between the
circulating loop and the point-of-use, nor
any standing water in the shower panel.
Optimal anti-scalding safety
SECURITHERM technology ensures user
safety. It eradicates the risk of scalding
thanks to the thermostatic mixing valve
integrated in the shower head on the panel.
If the cold water supply fails, it shuts off
automatically so that no scalding water
can be delivered. The mixed water
temperature can be pre-set by the
installer.

SPORTING MIX 2 SECURITHERM shower panel, ref. 714910

Comfort for all
A stable temperature is guaranteed
regardless of pressure variations
in the system, to ensure user comfort.
The failsafe function also prevents cold
showers, ensuring automatic shut-off if
the hot water fails.
DELABIE also offers a version with a
comfort shower head with rain effect (DP).
Installation and maintenance
suitable for all installation
configurations
This shower panel has also been designed
to simplify installation, and is available
in several versions: with exposed water
inlets, for installation in front of the wall,
from above; or recessed water inlets
for connection from behind the wall
(from above or below).
Maintenance is also simplified, with direct
access to filters and non-return valves.
The stopcocks are integrated.
An economic and ecological
solution
SPORTING MIX 2 offers 80% water
savings compared to a conventional
shower. The flow of water can be
interrupted at any time by the user by
waving their hand in front of the sensor.
If the user forgets to shut off the flow,
a safety timer shuts off the water after
60 seconds, which avoids the risk of
waste. Finally, the water flow rate is
controlled and pre-set at 6 lpm.

PRODUCT BRIEF/ SPORTING MIX 2 SECURITHERM
The SPORTING MIX 2 is completely hygienic: no manual contact, daily anti-bacterial duty flush. With SECURITHERM technology, the user
benefits from total safety (anti-legionella solution, anti-scalding system) and optimal comfort. It comes in several versions to simplify installation,
and to adapt easily to its environment. Economic and ecological, it can achieve 80% water savings and avoid any risk of waste.
Images available on our website delabie.com, in the PRESS section
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SPORTING MIX 2 mains electronic shower panel,
recessed inlets
Ref. DELABIE: 714910

SPORTING MIX 2 battery-operated
electronic shower panel, top inlets
Ref. DELABIE: 714906

Exposed water inlets

THERMOSTATIC MIXER RIGHT AT THE POINT-OF-USE

HOT WATER LOOP >50°C
HOT WATER
INLET

COLD WATER
INLET
Recessed water inlets from below

Water mixed in the
SPORTING MIX 2 head:
as close as possible
to the hot water loop

No mixed water
circulation in the panel
limits bacterial
development.
Integrated anti-legionella solution

MIXED WATER
OUTLET ~38°C

Recessed water inlets from above

DELABIE, manufacturer’s expertise
DELABIE, a 100% family-owned French company, founded in 1928, is the European market leader in water controls and sanitary equipment for public and commercial places.
The company offers five product ranges specifically for this market: Commercial water controls, Hospital water controls, Accessibility and Hygienic accessories, Stainless steel
sanitary ware and Specialist water controls.
Over 2,000 DELABIE manufactured items, including international references, are exported from its factory in France to more than 90 countries.
The company has 9 subsidiaries worldwide: Germany, Austria, Benelux, United Kingdom, Spain, Portugal, Poland, United Arab Emirates (Dubai) and China (Hong-Kong).
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